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Euhedral awaruite in the Allende meteorite: Implications for the origin of
awaruite- and magnetite-bearingnodulesin CV3 chondrites
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AssrRAcr
A large (290 x 510 pm) opaque nodule (nodule l) enclosedin a low-FeO porphyntic
olivine chondrule in the Allende CV3 carbonaceouschondrite is comprised of 9 vol0/o
euhedral awaruite, 85 volo/omagnetite, 5 volo/opentlandite, and I volo/omerrillite. The
awaruite grains are zoned in Co: centers contain -l5o/o more Co than edges.The major
phasesin nodule 1 differ in composition from the correspondingphasesin other opaque
nodules: awaruite is richer in Ni (71 vs. 65-67 wo/o),magnetite is poorer in AlrO, (<0.04
vs. 0.45-0.74 wto/o),and pentlanditeis richer in Ni (28.4 vs. l9-21 wto/o)and Co (2.5 vs.
0.76-0.92 wto/o').
The similarity in mineralogy between nodule I and other opaque nodules suggeststhat
all formed by the same general sequential process:(l) nebular oxidation of kamacite in
chondrule precursors,(2) chondrule formation, (3) development of immiscible magnetiterich melt droplets within the molten chondrule, (4) crystallization of taenite and magrretite
(plus or minus sulfide and phosphate)to form opaque nodules, and (5) transformation of
taenite into awaruite + tetrataenite at temperatures of <500 "C. Taenite was the sole
liquidus phasein nodule I and thus developedeuhedralmorphologiesupon crystallization;
in the other nodules, taenite crystallized along with or subsequentto magnetite and did
not form euhedral grains.
ruite or any evidence of zoning (Krishnarao, 1964). It is
probable that all known occuffences of terrestrial awaAwaruite (ideally NirFe) is a face-centeredcubic (fcc) ruite formed at temperatures <750'C during processes
mineral with an ordered superlattice:Fe atoms are situ- associatedwith the serpentinization of peridotite (Ramated at cube corners and Ni atoms at face centers(kech
dohr, I 950; Nickel, I 959; Krishnarao, 1964 Frost, I 985).
and Sykes, 1939; Nickel, 1959).According to Fleischer
Awaruite also occurs in several highly oxidized chon(1991),awaruiterefersto alloys in the compositionalrange dritic meteorites (e.g.,Clarke et al., 1970). Minor occurNirFe to NirFe, but Nickel and Nichols ( I 99 I ) listed awa- rencesof awaruite include (l) severalLL3 ordinary chonruite as being generally accepted by the mineralogical
drites wherein small anhedral grains occur in association
community as NirFe. This is consistent with the X-ray
with sulfides (pentlandite and troilite) and carbides {copowder pattern of awaruite in asbestos-bearingrocks from
henite [(Fe,Ni)rC] and haxonite (Fe,Ni)rrCul] (Taylor et
Quebec, Canada, that corresponds to that of artificial al., I 98 I ); (2) LLs Parambu wherein anhedral grains from
NirFe (Nickel, 1959).Danon et al. (1981)identifiedawa- l0 to 20 pm are associatedwith pentlandite, troilite, and
ruite as Ni.Fe in the Parambu chondrite by its Ni content, a new metallic Fe phasewith high Co and low Ni (Danon
lattice parameter, and M6ssbauer spectroscopiccharac- et al., 1981; Rubin, 1990); and (3) the highly oxidized
teristics. Awaruite has occasionallybeen called "Ni-rich
chondrite ALH85l5l wherein awaruite occurs both as
taenite," but this term should be avoided becauseit has isolated grains and as grains associatedwith pentlandite,
also been used to refer to tetrataenite (NiFe).
troilite, and the new metallic Fe phasementioned above
Since its discovery in New Znaland in 1885 (Ulrich,
(Rubin and Kallemeyn, 1989).
1890), awaruite has been found in about 20 terrestrial
The most conspicuousoccr[Tenceof awaruite in melocalities as an accessoryphase associatedwith partially teorites is as subangulargrains associatedwith magnetite,
sorpentinizedperidotite. Typical grain sizes are 10-300 pentlandite, and troilite in opaque nodules inside porpm, but rare grains as large as 4 mm have been found in
phyritic chondrules in oxidized CV3 carbonaceouschonthe Sakhakot-Qila Complex in Pakistan (Ahmed and drites such as Allende (Haggerty and McMahon, 7979;
Bevan, l98l). Grain shapestypically are irregular, an- McMahon and Haggerty, 1980). The Ningqiang CK3-an
hedral, or skeletal; in Poschiavo, Switzerland, awaruite chondrite (Kallemeyn et al., 1991) contains 0.5 volo/o
occurs as a replacement mineral that is pseudomorphic awaruite in opaque assemblagessimilar to those in Alafter anhedral magnetite and pentlandite (de Quervain,
lende (Rubin et al., 1988).Haggertyand McMahon(1979)
1945). There is no reported occurrenceofeuhedral awa- examined > 1000 Allende chondrules in thin section: in
Ir.lrnonucrroN
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every awaruite-bearingopaque nodule in their study, the
awaruite morphology was subangularto rounded; no euhedral grains were encountered(S. E. Haggerty, personal
communication, 1990). Haggerty and McMahon (1979)
suggestedthat subsolidus oxidation of low-Ni metal led
to the formation of magnetite and (becauseFe is oxidized
more readily than Ni) Ni-rich metal (including tetrataenite and awaruite).
Here I report the first known occrurenceofzoned, euhedral awaruite. Severalsuch grains occur in association
with magnetite and pentlandite in an opaque nodule in
an Allende chondrule. The occurrenceof euhedral awaruite grains, which are likely to have formed from a melt,
indicatesthat models invoking a solid-stateorigin of awaruite in CV chondrites need to be reevaluated.
pRocEDUREs
ANllyrtcAr
For the purposes of an unrelated investigation, -30
chondrules were separated from the Allende whole rock
using stainless steel dental tools. The chondrules were
individually cast in Castolite resin and polished on a cloth
lap using diamond paste and ethanol lubricant until the
tops ofthe chondrules were planed to depths of l5-20o/o
of the chondrule radii. During reflectedJight microscopic
examination of the chondrules, a large opaque nodule
with euhedral awaruite was discoveredin one of them.
Olivine, pyroxene, and magnetite compositions were
determined with the UCLA automated ARL-EMX electron microprobe using crystal spectrometers,natural and
synthetic standards,counting times of 20 s, standard correction procedures(Benceand Albee, 1968), and a sample current of 15 nA at 15 kV. Awaruite and pentlandite
compositions were determined with the UCLA automated Cameca Camebax electron microprobe using crystal
spectrometers,counting times of 20 s, ZAF corrections,
and a sample current of -12 nA at 20 kV. The standards
were pure Fe metal, pure Ni metal, NBS steel 1156 for
Co (7.3 wt9o),and Canyon Diablo troilite for S (36.5 wtgo).
Co backgroundwas obtained at wavelengthsof 177.4 and
180.8 pm; these wavelengthswere found to be the best
suited for the elimination of the contribution of the FeKd
peak to the CoKa peak. Merrillite was analyzed with the
Cameca probe at 15 kY using the following standards:
fluorapatite for Ca and P, forsterite for Mg, and magnetite
for Fe. Phasesin the chondrule mesostasiswere identified
with the EDS of the Cameca probe. The possibilities of
systematic errors in each probe were reduced by alternating analyses of magnetite, pentlandite, and awaruite
in nodule I with analysesof thesephasesin other nodules
in the chondrule as well as nodulesin other Allende chondrules.

Rnsur,rs
Petrography
Chondrule 90-l (Fig. l) is an ellipsoidal object measuring 1.9 x 2.4 mm separatedfrom Allende. Based on

Fig. l. Mosaic imageof nodule I (reflectedlight) and surroundingchondrule(backscattered
electrons);the euhedral,subhedral,and angularolivine phenocrysts(darkgray)ofchondrule
(mediumgray)
90-l aresurrounded
by an anorthiticmesostasis
containingnumerouspentlanditeand magnetitegrains(white).
A crack (blackline) traversesthe chondrulefrom upper left to
lower right. Nodule I (upperright) containseuhedralawaruite
(white),blebbypentlandite(light gray),and abundantmagnetite
(medium gray). Dark areasin the chondrule and nodule are
pluckedregions.Thelongwhitebar at lowerleft is 100pm long.

the classificationschemesfor chondrule textural types developedby McSween(1977a),Gooding and Keil (1981),
and Scott and Taylor (1983), the chondrule is a low-FeO
(type IA) porphyritic olivine type. The chondrule consists
mainly of 50-300 pm euhedral, subhedral, and angular
olivine phenocrysts(Fig. 1) ranging in composition from
Fa,, to Far, (mean, 3.7 + 1.9) and surroundedby a devitrified anorthitic mesostasis.(All Fa and Fs values are
in mole percent.) Each of the phenocrysts is normally
zoned in FeO; one representativegrain ranges in composition from Fa" r, at the center to Fa* at the edge.At
the inside edgeof the chondrule are several grains of lowCa pyroxene. These grains range in composition from
Fs,, to Fsrn and averageFsrr'.. Like the olivine phenocrysts, each of the pyroxene grains is normally zoned
in FeO; one typical grain ranges in composition from
Fson,at the center to Fs* at the edge.At the edgeofthe
chondrule is a relatively ferroan olivine grain (Farr) that
was excluded from the mean olivine composition given
above; this grain was probably derived from adhering
matrix material rather than from the chondrule itself.
There are ten spheroidal to ellipsoidal magnetite-bearing nodules in the chondrule that rangefrom 5 to 290 x
510 pm (rnean : 75 pm) in apparent diameter. Some
consist entirely of magnetite; others also contain awaruite
+ pentlandite + troilite (Fig. 2). Most contain accessory
amounts of merrillite. Except in the largest nodule (described below), each awaruite grain has the rounded or
subangular morphology typical for Allende opaque nodules (e.g., Fig. I of Haggerty and McMahon, 1979). In
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electronimageof nodule l. Euhedral
Fig. 3. Backscattered
awaruite (white) and blebby pentlandite Qight gray) are surroundedby massivemagnetite(darkgray).At the insidemargin
of the nodule,merrillite (black)forms an irregularring around
the entirenodule.Blackregionsoutsidethe noduleare the silicateportionsofthe chondrule.The longwhitebar at lowerleft
is 100pm long.

Fig. 2. Backscattered
electronimagesof two additional
opaqu€nodulesin chondrule90-1.Roundedto anhedralawaruite grains(whitein a and b) aresurroundedby magnetite(dark
gray).The nodulein (b) containssomepentlandite(medium
gray).Blackareasarepluckedregions.In both images,the scale
bar is 100pm long;in (a), the portion ofthe scalebar overlapping an awaruitegrainis black.

addition to the magnetite-bearingnodules,there are a few
nodules from I to 30 pm and isolated patchesconsisting
principally of sulfide (pentlandite + troilite); some contain a few small, rounded awaruite grains. A few angular
5-10 pm magnetite and sulfide grains also occur in the
chondrule mesostasis(Fig. l). Altogether, opaque phases
constitute - 5 volo/oof chondrule 90- l.
The largestnodule (nodule l) is 290 x 510 pm in apparent size (Fig. 3); this is larger than any ofthe nodules
examined by Haggertyand McMahon (1979) (<5-250
pm). Nodule I consists of 5 volo/opentlandite (occurring
as 2-10 /lm grains and < 100 pm irregular blebby masses), 9 volo/oeuhedral awamite crystals, I volo/omerrillite
(occurring as an irregular ring l-5 pm thick near the margin of the nodule) and 85 volo/omassive magnetite. Troi-

lite is absent. There are six relatively large (35-65 pm)
awaruite grains visible in nodule l: two are nearly perfect
cubes (square morphologies in plane), one is half of a
cube (triangular morphology in plane), and three grains
are grown together (two rectanglesand one trapezoid in
plane). In addition, two small (6-8 pm) grains occur near
the nodule margin: one appearsin plane view to be an
intergrowth of a triangle and a trapezoid; the other, a
trapezoid, is adjacent to pentlandite. There are no anhedral or rounded awaruite grains in the nodule.
Mineral chemistry and bulk composition
Magnetite in nodule I contains minor concentrations
of CrrO, and accessoryconcentrationsof MgO, NiO, and
CaO (Table l). Magnetite in other nodules in chondrule
90-l and in other Allende chondrules contains significantly more AlrO3 (0.61 + 0.14 vs. <0.04 wto/o)and marginally more CaO (0.10 + 0.07 vs. 0.05 wt0/0).
Pentlandite in nodule 1 averages28.4 + 0.7 wto/oNi
and 2.5 + 0.3 wto/oCo (Table 2); pentlandite in other
nodules in chondrule 90-l and in other Allende chondrules containslessNi (19-21 wto/o)and less Co (0.760.92 wto/o).
The euhedral-awaruitein nodule I averages71.2 + O.4
wto/oNi and 2.1 + 0.1 wto/oCo (Table 2). The glains are
zoned in Co: grain edgesaverageonly 1.9 wto/oCo, whereas grain centers average 2.2 wto/oCo; thus, there is an
-150/o relative depletion of Co at grain edges.Anhedral
or rounded awaruite in other nodules in chondrule 90-l
and in other Allende chondrules contains lessNi (65-67
wtgo) but comparable amounts of Co (1.7-2.6 wto/o).Co
depletions at the edgesof these other awaruite grains range
from 0 to 5olocompared to grain centers.
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TABLE1.

Mean compositions (wt%) of magnetite in Allende
opaque nodules

Chondrule
Nodule
No. of points

sio,
Tio,
Alros
CrrO"
FeO'
MnO
Nio
Mgo
CaO
Total'-

90-1
90-1
123
922
<0.04
0.06
<0.04
<0.04
<0.04
0.74
1.4
1.1+ O.2
91.3
9 1 . 6+ 1 . 0
<0.04
<0.04
0.22
0.13+ 0.08
0.07
0.22+ 0.05
0.04
0.05+ 0.05
93.8
93.1

90-1
0.05
<0.04
0.54
0.85
90.7
0.06
0.19
0.11
0.15
92.6

90-1
46
11
0.07
<0.04
0.72
0.71
91.4
<0.04
0.08
0.14
0.17
93.3

90-2

0.06
<0.04
0.45
1.1
91.2
<0.04
0.37
0.50
<0.04
93.7

- All Fe is given as FeO.
'. An additional 6.8 wt% O should be added to the totals of all of the
nodulesexcept nodule 3 (6.7 wto/oO).

(wt%)of merrillitein nodule1
Tlgle 3. Composition
1
3.7
3.2
46.1
46.3
99.3

No. of points
FeO
Mgo
CaO
PrOu
Total

causedthe partly molten droplet to assumeits ellipsoidal
shape. Existing experimental data (Hewins, 1988) indicate that temperaturesmay have reached - 1600 'C during the heating event and that afterwards the droplet
cooledat 100-1000 oCh '.

Opaque nodule formation
As pointed out by Haggerty and McMahon (1979), the
sulfide-rich nodules in Allende structurally and texturally
Although no troilite occurs in nodule l, a few grains resemble sulfide + oxide spherulesthat formed as imoccur in other nodules in chondrule 90-l as well as in the miscible liquids within terrestrial basalts (e.g., Desborchondrule mesostasis.These grains are essentially stoi- ough et al., 1968;Moore and Calk, l97l).
chiometric FeS with low concentrations of Ni (<0.06The magnetite-rich nodules in Allende are analogous
0.15 wto/o)and no detectableCo.
to the kamacite blebs that occur commonly in low-FeO
Merrillite in nodule I contains significant amounts of (type porphyritic chondrules in ordinary, CO, and reD
MgO and FeO (Table 3).
duced CY chondrites; thesekamacite blebs formed from
The bulk composition of nodule I (Table 4) was deter- melt globules of metal + sulfide that were immiscible in
mined from modal mineral abundances,mineral com- the surrounding silicate liquid of the chondrule. The
positions, and the following estimated specific gravities: spheroidal to ellipsoidal shapes of the magrretite-rich
magnetite, 5.2; awaruite, 8.4; merrillite, 3.1; and pent- nodules indicate that they or their precursorsmust have
landite, 4.7. Other nodules contain more Al and have formed from melt droplets that were immiscible with the
higher bulk Fe/Ni ratios.
surrounding silicate mush.
Haggerty and McMahon (1979) suggestedthat the
DrscussroN
magnetite-rich nodules formed by subsolidus oxidation
Chondrule formation
of preexisting kamacite-rich nodules. During the oxidaChondrule 90-l has a typical texture for a low-FeO tion event, much of the hypothesizedkamacite was transporphyritic olivine chondrule; it has igneously zoned ol- formed into magnetite; because Fe is oxidized more
ivine and low-Ca pyroxene phenocrystsand a devitrified readily than Ni, the residual metal became increasingly
feldspathic mesostasis(Fig. 1). The chondrule formed rich in Ni and formed tetrataenite and awaruite. There
from a melt, almost certainly by the flash heating and are a number of potential problems with this scenario
incomplete melting of a preexisting solid precursor in the including the unknown source of the oxidation, the lack
solar nebula (e.g., Grossman, 1988). Surface tension ofpetrographic evidencefor the large (factor of2) change
in molar volume expected when kamacite changes into
magnetite,and the juxtaposition in Allende of metal-free
chondrules containing magnetite with magnetite-free
pentlandite
(wto/o)
2. Meancompositions
of awaruiteand
TABLE
chondrulescontaining metal (McSween, 1977b).Furtherin Allendeopaquenodules
Chondrule
Nodule
No. of points
Fe
Co
Ni
Total
Chondrule
Nodule
No. of points
Fe
Co
Ni
S
Total

Awaruite
90-1
90-1 90-1 90-1 90-1 90-2
'I
o
23
45
23
32
31
2
27.3+ 0.5 32.8 30.1 32.2 32.5 3 1 . 3
2.1+ 0.1
2.1
1.7
2.6
2.4
2.1
71.2+ 0.4 65.7 67.5 65.7 65.3 67.3
100.6
100.6 99.3 100.5 100.2 100.7
Pentlandite
90-1
90-1
90-2
o
1
2
b
2
4
45.1
37.0+ 0.9 46.6
2.5+ 0.3
0.76
0.92
28.4+ O.7 19.2
20.6
33.4
32.9+ 0.6 33.6
100.8 100.2
100.0

(wt%)of nodule1.
Trau 4. Bulkcomposition

o
Mg
P
5

Ca
Cr
Fe
Co
Ni
Total

22.7
0.1
0.1
1.4
0.2
0.6
63.4
0.4
1 1. 1
100.0

* Determinedfrom modal abundances,mineral compositions,and estimated densities (see text).
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more, subsolidusoxidation reactions are unlikely to create euhedral awaruite grains such as those in nodule I
unlessthe awaruite is pseudomorphic after a preexisting
euhedral cubic phase(cf. Krishnarao, 1964);however, in
petrographic examination of thin sections of three reduced CV chondrites (Efremovka, Leoville, and Vigarano), I found no occurrencesof euhedral cubic minerals
associatedwith kamacite.
Even if awaruite grains with euhedral morphologies
could somehow have been produced by subsolidus oxidation, it seemsunlikely that they would have developed
an - l5olo relative depletion of Co at their edges. Although this depletion could possibly have resulted from
postagglomerationreduction, such a processwould have
equally affected other awaruite grains throughout Allende; instead the maximum depletion of Co in thesegrains
is much less than (only -300/o of) those in the euhedral
grains.
In view of these objections, it seemsunlikely that the
magnetite- and awaruite-bearing nodules in Allende
formed by subsolidus oxidation of kamacite. Other
mechanismsshould be considered.
McMahon and Haggerty (1980) discussedan alternative, i.e., that sulfide, magnetite, and Ni-rich metal precipitated directly from a chondrule melt. An increasein
the fo, of the melt could have resulted in the formation
of Fe3*from FeO and metallic Fe, leading to the crystallization of magnetite; this would have decreasedFeO in
the residual silicate liquid and caused the liquid to become saturated in S. As the chondrule cooled, independent sulfide globules and complexes of sulfide + magnetite + metallic Fe-Ni could have formed. The major
objection to this model is the difrculty of significantly
increasing the fo, of the chondrule melt to allow magnetite crystallization from chondrules that had little or no
Fe3*initially the difficulty is compounded by the requirement of the model that this processoccurred in the majority of porphyritic chondrules in Allende (most of which
now possessopaque nodules). Furthermore, if the fo,
commonly increased sufficiently to cause magnetite to
crystallize,then in some porphyritic chondrulesit should
have been high enough to causeNi to oxidize and enter
the olivine; however, NiO concentrations in Allende
chondrule olivines are very low (Simon and Haggerty,

They interpreted this assemblageas having formed in the
nebula by in situ oxidation of the metallic Fe-Ni followed
by diffusion ofFeO into the surrounding forsterite. A byproduct ofsuch a processwould be an increasein the Ni
concentration of the residual metal.
Formation of euhedral awaruite

Nodule I differs from other opaquenodulesin its larger
size(290 x 510 vs. <5-250 pm), euhedralmorphology
of constituent awaruites, and bulk composition that is
lower in AlrO, and has a somewhat higher Ni/Fe ratio.
These distinctive characteristicsindicate that nodule I
did not form in exactly the same manner as the other
opaque nodules. Nevertheless,its close mineralogical resemblanceto the other nodules indicates that all nodules
must have formed by the same generalprocess.
The most straightforward manner in which euhedral
crystalsform is by primary crystallization from a melt. I
assumehere that nodule I formed from a melt with approximately the same composition as the present nodule
(Table 4) and that the melt was immiscible with the surrounding silicate mush during chondrule formation. The
liquidus relations for a melt with approximately this
composition can be plotted on the Fe-S-O diagram of
Naldrett (1969) by adding Ni and Co to Fe and assuming
that the diagram will not be significantly changed (Fig.
4). This assumption is reasonable:Craig and Naldrett
(1967) found that for concentrationsof up to 20 wto/oNi
substituting for Fe, melting temperaturesare not lowered
measurably below those determined for the Fe-S-O system. In the adaptedliquidus diagram for this system(Fig.
4), nodule I plots within the narrow band of the metallic
Fe-Ni field, between the twoJiquid and wiistite fields.
These relations indicate that metallic Fe-Ni was the first
phase to crystallize from the nodule melt, probably at a
temperatureof - 1400 "C (Naldrett, 1969).At such a high
temperature, the metallic Fe-Ni phaseis taenite (fcc), irrespective of Ni concentration. The large difference in
surface energy between the crystallizing taenite and the
surrounding magnetite-rich liquid helped ensure the development of euhedralmorphologiesin the taenite grains.
Of the three metallic Fe-Ni grains that grew together
(Fig. 3), one (at top) contains a small inclusion of magnetite and one (at bottom) appearsto impinge on a magnetite grain. This suggestseither that during chondrule
r979).
formation not all of the magnetite was melted or that
A more plausible alternative is that kamacite within
the solid precursorsof Allende chondrules was oxidized some magnetite cocrystallizedwith taenite as the nodule
in the nebula and transformed into magnetite when tem- cooled.
peraturescooled below -130 'C (e.g.,Larimer, 1988).
For nonmetallic liquids, it is probable that Co has a
Residual metal becamerich in Ni. Some of the kamacite solid-liquid distribution coefficient (KJ > I (J. T. Wasmay have previously experienced sulfidation at higher son, personal communication, 1990). Thus, the first taenebular temperatures.The presentmagnetite-rich assem- nite crystalsto form acquired more Co than subsequently
blagescould have acquired their rounded shapesduring crystallizing taenite. The -150lo relative depletion in Co
the brief period of chondrule formation, provided they at awaruite grain edges compared to grain centers may
were immiscible with the surrounding silicate mush.
have resultedfrom suchigneouszoning. Eventually, magNebular oxidation is supported by Hua et al. (1988) netite, sulfide, and phosphatealso crystallized. The merwho described fayalite-rich halos around small metallic rillite ring at the edge of the nodule suggeststhat it was
Fe-Ni inclusions inside olivine grains in CV3 chondrites. essentiallythe last phase to crystallize from the immis-
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cible melt droplet; only small amounts of magnetite crys_
tallized afterwards, outside the merrillite ring.
The minor differencesin composition between nodule
I and the other magnetite-bearingnodules in chondrule
90-l may have been sufficient to changethe liquidus relations so that taenite was not the first phaseto crystallize
in the other nodules. Although they also crystallized di_
rectly from magnetite-rich melts, metallic Fe-Ni grains
with euhedral morphologies did not form in them. The
slightly deviant composition of nodule I (i.e., low AlrOr;
high Ni/Fe ratio) may have been inherited from heterogeneitiesin the chondrule precursor.
As the nodule cooled below -500.C, the euhedraltaenite grains, having -71 wo/oNi, may have transformed
directly into awaruite of the same composition (Fig. 15
of Reuter et al., 1988).Other nodulespossessing
taenite
with lower Ni concentrations (65-67 wto/o)entered the
tetrataenite-awaruite two-phase region and precipitated
both phases(Reuteret al., 1988).
The major problem with this model is the unproven
assumption that liquids as rich in FeO as the magnetite_
rich opaque nodules would be immiscible in a silicate
melt under the peculiar conditions of chondrule forma_
tion. However, this assumption is amenableto testing.
In an alternative model, the euhedral awaruite grains
in nodule I are consideredto be idioblasts, analogousto
crystals commonly found in terrestrial metamorphic rocks
(e.g.,garnet in micaceous schist; diopside in marble). It
is possiblethat during thermal metamorphism of Allende
(McSween, 1977b), the awaruite grains in nodule I developed idioblastic morphologies, in part becauseof the
large diflerence in surface energy between the awaruite
and surrounding magnetite.There are three obiections to
this model: (l) Allende is still a type-3 chondrite and
probably has not been heatedmuch above 600.C (Dodd,
I 98 I ); (2) the other awaruite grains in chondrule 90- I (as
well as those in thousands of nodules in other Allende
chondrules)are also surrounded by magnetite but do not
exhibit idioblastic morphologies; and (3) the few metamorphosed ordinary chondrites that are highly oxidized
(e.g.,LL5 Parambu) contain anhedral but not idioblastic
awaruite (Rubin, 1990).
SuNrNr,q.ny
It seemslikely that all the awaruite grains in Allende
porphyritic chondrules formed by the following mechanism: (l) nebular oxidation of kamacite in chondrule precursor dustballs, (2) chondrule formation during an episode of flash melting, (3) development of immiscible
magnetite-rich melt droplets within the surrounding silicate mush, (4) crystallization of taenite and magnetite
(plus or minus sulfide and phosphate)in the droplets to
form opaque nodules, and (5) cooling of the nodules to
<500'C and transformation of taenite into awaruite +
tetrataenite. The formation of the euhedral awaruite grains
in nodule I differs from that ofanhedral grains in other
nodules only in the order in which awaruite and magne_
tite crystallized: awaruite was the sole liquidus phase in

Fe+Nr

1361

wL7. Fe+Ni

50%

Fe+Ni

Fig. 4. A portion of the Fe-Ni-S-O phase diagram for low
concentrations of Ni (adapted from Naldrett, 1969). The bulk
composition of euhedral-awaruite-bearingnodule 1 (star symbol) plots inside the narrow band of the metallic Fe-Ni field
betweenthe two-liquid and w0stite fields, indicating that metallic Fe-Ni (taenite)was the liquidus phase.Other opaquenodules
differ somewhat in composition and probably did not have metallic Fe-Ni as their sole liquidus phase.

nodule I but crystallized along with or subsequent to
magnetite in the other nodules.
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